Hello World en TensorFlow
para iniciarse en la programación del Deep Learning
WATCH THIS SPACE collection – Barcelona: Book 1
Language: Spanish
January 2016
Library catalog: https://cataleg.upc.edu/record=b1472879
Freely available on-line: removed – deprecated

First Contact with TensorFlow
get started with deep learning programming
WATCH THIS SPACE collection – Barcelona: Book 2
Language: English
ISBN 978-1-326-56933-4
March 2016
Library catalog: https://cataleg.upc.edu/record=b1475713
Freely available on-line: removed – deprecated

Understanding Supercomputing with Marenostrum supercomputer in Barcelona
WATCH THIS SPACE collection – Barcelona: Book 3
Language: English
September 2016
Library catalog: https://cataleg.upc.edu/record=b1490214
Freely available on-line: removed - deprecated

Deep Learning
Introducción práctica con Keras [PRIMERA PARTE]
WATCH THIS SPACE collection – Barcelona: Book 4
Language: Spanish
June 2018
Library catalog: http://cataleg.upc.edu/record=b1508848
Freely available on-line: https://torres.ai/DeepLearning

First contact with Deep Learning
Practical Introduction with Keras
WATCH THIS SPACE collection – Barcelona: Book 5
Language: English
July 2018
Library catalog: https://cataleg.upc.edu/record=b1510639
Freely available on-line: https://torres.ai/DeepLearning

First contact with Deep Learning
Practical Introduction with Keras
WATCH THIS SPACE collection – Barcelona: Book 6
Language: Spanish
ISBN 978-1-687-47399-8
October 2019
Library catalog: pending
Freely available on-line: https://torres.ai/DeepLearning